orientation axis. Spike counts of the cell's response were *Center for Neuroscience collected from sweeps at each location along the axis, University of California generating a one-dimensional response profile parallel Davis, California 95616 to the preferred orientation. The authors found the RF † NASA Ames Research Center size increased for three-quarters of the cells studied. Moffett Field, California 94035
perpendicular to the preferred orientation. Although ports studied long-term changes in RF properties of these methodological differences make exact comparicells within the boundaries of cortical scotomas (Gilbert sons difficult, examination of data presented by the two et al., 1990; Kaas et al., 1990) . More recent studies have laboratories suggests that the major differences beshown significant changes in RF size occurring just tween the two studies are not in the data but rather in minutes after the retinal lesions (Chino et al., 1992; Gil- the interpretation. Pettet and Gilbert found a change in bert and Wiesel, 1992) .
cells' minimum response fields and concluded that RF The immediate alterations in RF size seen in cells at size had increased. DeAngelis et al., on the other hand, the borders of a scotoma have been attributed to the contend that if a response-level threshold is used to lack of stimulation of a cell's RF, in conjunction with determine RF size, then changes in the amplitude of the continued stimulation of neighboring regions outside response or changes in the baseline firing rate of the the scotoma (Pettet and Gilbert, 1992) . To test this hycell could be mistakenly interpreted as an increase in pothesis, Pettet and Gilbert used an artificial scotoma RF size. that was produced by occluding a cell's RF while presenting stimuli in the area surrounding the RF. This artifiTo quantify RFs independently of response amplitude, cial scotoma stimulus consisted of a large array of movthey fit their RF profiles with either Gaussian functions ing, short light bars parallel to the preferred orientation (for complex cells and simple cells with unimodal RFs) of the cell's RF, with the RF itself covered by a blank or Gabor functions (for multimodal simple cells). For area with the same luminance as the background behind the remainder of this discussion, we will consider only the moving bars. The diameter of the artificial scotoma complex cells, although similar arguments could be was approximately three times that of the cell's RF, so made regarding simple cells. DeAngelis et al. fit their that the cell was never directly stimulated by the moving one-dimensional response profiles with a Gaussian bars. RFs were quantitatively mapped before and after function: a several minute long presentation of the artificial scotoma (conditioning) stimulus. The mapping stimuli con-
, sisted of very short light bars (approximately one-tenth where R 0 is the cell's baseline firing rate, K is the amplithe length of the cell's RF) of the cell's preferred orientatude of the response, x 0 is the RF center, and a is the halftion swept across the RF perpendicular to the orientation axis at different consecutive positions along the width of the function at e Ϫ1 of the maximum response found that stimulation with an artificial scotoma caused of Pettet and Gilbert (1992) . The threshold shown by the dashed large increases in both the baseline firing rate, R0, and line (two SDs above baseline) would result in an increase in RF size the amplitude of the response, K. However, they found of 78% along one dimension, but subjective mapping would likely only a small (although statistically significant) increase yield an even greater increase.
of the width of the response, a, which they equate with RF size. Furthermore, this small increase did not propDeAngelis et al. argue that such size changes are not erly reverse. (This lack of reversibility, however, is diffireal and chose to define the parameter a as the RF size cult to interpret because the reversal mapping series because this measure is independent of responsiveness was preceded by a 5-10 min full-field stimulus, while and of noise. This approach has the advantage of the mapping series was not.) DeAngelis et al. also note allowing DeAngelis et al. to show that the spatial structhat the quantitative data presented in the earlier study ture of the underlying excitatory input to the cell is not (Figure 3 of Pettet and Gilbert, 1992) appear consistent likely altered. Nonetheless, it seems counterintuitive to with a change in baseline firing rate and response amplideny that a neuron has undergone an increase in RF tude rather than width, and conclude that artificial scotosize when the region of the visual field over which it mas cause an increase in response gain rather than a responds has grown 5-fold. Thus, the DeAngelis definichange in RF size. It should be noted that a more recent tion of RF size has the disadvantage of deemphasizing study from Gilbert's group (Das and Gilbert, 1995) rethe functional consequences of the observed RF ports that in some cells RFs expanded in response to changes on the output signal. The neuron now "sees" an artificial scotoma without a clear increase in gain.
things where it did not "see" them before, which has Unfortunately, the stimuli used to measure gain changes considerable potential perceptual implications. were not optimal for exciting the cell, so this finding is A weakness of the Gaussian fit approach is that it inconclusive. The fact that the mean luminance over the relies on a specific RF model. Any RF features that are RF in the conditioning period (0.7 cd/m 2 ) was different not described by a Gaussian but that can be altered from that during the test period (0.35 cd/m 2 ) is an addiwithout changing the width of the best-fitting Gaussian tional confounding issue.
could contribute to the observed RF changes without The controversy over RF expansion appears semanbeing properly identified. Figure 2 illustrates this point tic, the source being the definition of RF size. Pettet and by assuming that the RF is better described by a differGilbert define RF size in the usual way, as the area of ence of Gaussians (DOG), one narrower excitatory and the visual field in which stimuli elicit an increase in the one wider inhibitory Gaussian: cell's firing rate over the spontaneous level. DeAngelis
. et al. point out that if this definition is used, changes in resting rate or response amplitude will cause changes Changing the amplitude of the inhibitory Gaussian, in RF size. Figure 1D illustrates this point by showing K i (rather than changing both R 0 and K of a simple that a change in R 0 and K will make the response reGaussian), can cause large changes in RF size (Figures solvable from noise over a larger portion of the visual 2A and 2C) while minimally affecting the width of the best-fitting Gaussian ( Figure 2B ). field, without any change in the value of a. However, Another report on the physiological effects of artificial scotomas measured cells' firing rates directly during the period when the conditioning stimulus was present (De Weerd et al., 1995) . This study found that the firing rates of cells whose RFs are within the artificial scotoma gradually increased during the stimulus presentation. The firing rate eventually reached a plateau at a rate similar to that seen when the cell was directly stimulated by the texture pattern used in the surround of the artificial scotoma. This result was seen in a subset of cells recorded both in primary visual cortex and in extrastriate visual areas. The time between stimulus onset and the firing rate plateau was found to be very similar to the latency with which human subjects reported perceptual filling-in using the same artificial scotoma stimuli. Both the time for a cell's firing rate to plateau and the time for reported perceptual filling-in to occur covaried with There is considerable disagreement over the mechaseen by Das and Gilbert (1995) .
nism of the physiological changes induced by artificial (C and D) Same as (A) and (B), except that the separation was only scotomas. While the interocular transfer of the effect 0.5Њ. In this case, overlap increased by only ‫.%02ف‬ Greater initial (Volchan and Gilbert, 1994) rules out subcortical locaoverlap decreases the apparent increase in common excitatory inputs, as shown in Figure 7 of Das and Gilbert (1995). tions, several kinds of cortical connections have been proposed to mediate the effect. Feedback from extrastriate cortex could be involved; this idea is weakly supof excitatory inputs (with a spatial distribution described ported by psychophysical data showing different time by the parameter a). As DeAngelis et al. argue, the efcourses for filling-in of color and texture (Ramachandran fects of artificial scotoma can be explained by a nonseand Gregory, 1991) and by the finding that increases in lective decrease in inhibition from cells with RFs outside firing rate in response to artificial scotomas may be more the artificial scotoma, caused by the habituation of these common in V2 and V3 than in V1 (De Weerd et al., 1995) . cells by the conditioning stimulus. Das and Gilbert (1995) , however, argue for a mechaSimulating RFs with DOGs rather than Gaussians nism occurring within striate cortex. In their cross-correemphasizes the possible role of nonselective disinhilation study, they found that RF expansion is usually bition in mediating the effects of artificial scotomas associated with an increase in the proportion of common and is consistent with the existence of inhibitory sideinputs, but the cross-correlogram peaks appear too thin bands and end-stopping in complex cells (reviewed in for extrastriate feedback. Das and Gilbert believe that DeAngelis et al., 1992) . Using a DOG model (Figure 2 ), this increase in shared input is mediated by selective many of the effects of an artificial scotoma can be mimenhancement of intrinsic inputs from the long-range icked by reducing the amplitude, Ki, of the inhibitory patchy connections between columns of like orientation, Gaussian. Changing the single parameter, Ki, can exbecause it was found in cells separated by as much as plain the changes in best-fitting Gaussians seen by 3 mm and was not associated with any change in the DeAngelis et al. (Figure 2B ) and can also produce RF cells' orientation selectivity. Although their conclusion size increases similar to those seen by Pettet and Gilbert is consistent with the view that filling-in is orientation ( Figure 2C ). The model is also consistent with results of specific (Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991) , the above Das and Gilbert's cross-correlation study showing that arguments are not conclusive. Afferent arbors from the RF expansion is accompanied by an increase in comlateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus can in fact mon inputs to cells within the scotoma and that the extend as far as 3 mm (Humphrey et al., 1985) , and their magnitude of this increase depends on the initial overlap influence is further spread by the arborizations of layer (Figure 3) . The simplest explanation of all these results IV cells, which can exceed 1 mm in extent (Gilbert and is that the increase in common input is not due to an Wiesel, 1981) . In addition, a decrease in inhibition, mediincrease in the strength of synaptic inputs from longated either by iso-orientation or by non-orientation-sperange connections, but rather is due to decreased inhibicific connections, would not be expected to change tion unmasking excitatory topographic inputs driven by orientation selectivity. More importantly, the fact that geniculocortical connections. Whether this modulatory the width of the response, a, does not change rules out effect is mediated by orientation-specific, long-range a selective modification of inputs driven from outside patchy connections or by non-orientation-specific basthe original RF, and therefore argues convincingly ket cell interneurons remains unresolved. However, this against Das and Gilbert's contention that selective enquestion could be addressed by determining whether hancement of patchy connections can explain the efa surround stimulus consisting of a single orientation fects of artificial scotoma. Rather, the conditioning stimulus appears to modulate the overall gain of a fixed set perpendicular to the preferred orientation of the tested cell can produce the effect. If this disinhibition were mediated by an iso-orientation pathway, then it might cause a rise in activity (as seen by De Weerd et al.) of cells within the scotoma that have the same orientation preference as the orientation present in the conditioning stimulus, which in turn would support the perception of an orientation-specific filling-in of the scotoma. It is likely, though, that inhibitory influences from outside a cell's classical RF are carried both by long-range patchy connections and by basket cell interneurons, and that both of these pathways would be habituated by the conditioning stimulus.
